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History of Minnepura Technologies
Minnepura Technologies is an early-stage technology spin-off from the University of Minnesota. We identify and stabilize unique enzymes to mitigate some of the most challenging contaminants in water and other liquids, making them safe for use/reuse.

Our technology has applications in several different market segments and could address many different social and environmental challenges including: cleanup of herbicides and/or pesticides from agricultural run-off, elimination of extremely-difficult-to-remove toxins from industrial waste streams, removal of contaminants from commercial and residential pools and spas, and removal of contaminants from various food sources such as liquid egg.

Election as Specific Benefit Corporation
In September of 2016, the company’s board approved the transition from a Delaware business corporation to a Minnesota Specific Benefit Corporation with the express benefit purpose of:

“Cleaning water to improve the human condition.”

This structure reflects our founders’ and CEO’s values and is well aligned with our business objectives, goals and company culture. In short, it offers a way to formally align our financial and social objectives for this technology and to keep that alignment as the company grows.

As part of the transition into a Minnesota SBC, the Board approved a company logic model to articulate its plans for making and measuring its intended impact as an organization. This logic model will help guide the board and business leadership when making strategic decisions, prioritizing market opportunities, and evaluating organizational success.

Based on our logic model, in the future, we intend to calculate and track quarterly the volume of water, or other liquids (measured in gallons) that are saved or improved for safe re-use as a direct result of Minnepura’s technology. Because our solutions are deployed into material streams where we can measure pre-and post-contaminant levels, we anticipate that gathering accurate and meaningful measurements of this outcome will be feasible and relatively straightforward. When and where it is possible and reasonable, we also hope to be able to share how cleaning this water is helping to improve the human condition.

2019 Activities
Throughout 2019, Minnepura partnered with several national and global companies to develop product concepts and production prototypes in the areas of recreational water remediation, and removal of contaminants in animal feed process streams.

One example of such a partnership with a Fortune 50 company is the joint development and commercialization of a product to remove contaminants from commercial and residential pools. If successful, it is estimated that this application could save up to 400 million gallons of water per year in the US alone. Another example is a partnership with a large, multi-national animal food supplier, to remove a specific potential toxin from its raw material supply stream. During, 2019 the company made significant technical advances in purifying, stabilizing, scaling and manufacturing product for these lead applications. During the past year, we also completed animal toxicity studies for a product that will added to the pet food supply chain to remove potential contaminates. Final safety and regulatory files are now being completed.

We expect the first large-scale product to launch in late Q1, 2020 and a second product to launch in early Q1, 2021, both with immediate and measurable impact.
Ongoing Challenges
Like most start-ups, Minnepura faces some ongoing challenges that must be overcome to begin achieving our desired impact and financial success. These challenges include developing and improving our cutting-edge technologies with limited resources, establishing cost effective manufacturing scale-up, and attracting adequate investment capital. The company is appreciative of a multi-year, low-interest loan from the Jeanne M. Voigt Foundation to accelerate the development and commercialization of Minnepura’s technology in applications that will protect the natural environment for the benefit of the public and preserve natural resources for future generations.

Certification
I, Paul R. Hansen certify that Minnepura Technologies, SBC has met all terms and conditions of the Minnesota Specific Benefit Corporation and that the Company Board of Directors has reviewed and approved the 2020 Public Benefit Report.

[Signature]
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Paul R. Hansen
President & CEO
Minnepura Technologies, SBC
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